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Shawletter

Prayer Shawls for Fallen Soldiers
a network of needle crafters ministering to families of the fallen
Since 2006 volunteer needle crafters
have given 6,797 handmade prayer shawls.

“Shawls are
for people
who are sick
or sad and
need love.”
Second graders understand what we do and why
it’s important! Robin enjoyed visiting knitting
classes taught by her twin sister in Ohio. It was a
great opportunity to knit with beginners and learn
their preferences for color and texture. Some
wanted to sit quietly with a shawl; one thought a
shawl made a great super hero cape. All the
kids enjoyed giving feedback on shawl designs –
they know what they like!

Let the pleasure of the Lord our God be on us:
O Lord, give strength to the work of our hands.
Psalm 90:17 (BBE)

Postal Advice
The best way to mail a shawl
is in a non-flat rate large
Priority Mail box, which you
can get for free from the Post
Office. Because the average
shawl is between one and two
pounds, there is no difference
between the surface mail rate
and the Priority Mail rate, and
Priority Mail includes on-line
package tracking and $50 of
insurance. Just be sure you
do not get a Flat Rate box, or
you will end up paying more
than necessary.

From a Mother of a Fallen Marine (Photo below): My husband picked out this particular shawl (Note: At Dover
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AFB) without
hesitation, and although the time we spent there still feels very surreal, I rememberMarch
the immediate
comfort I felt from it, even as I hardly knew what he was wrapping around me. But it has been attached to me
since. I actually didn't really know anything about the prayer shawl other than the comfort it has brought over the
past month. A friend of mine was over the other day and she told me that at my son's service she had seen how I
clung to it and how much comfort it seemed to bring … the comfort and strength it has brought to me, and how it
seems to help me filter out the darkest parts of the grief and almost visually see all the prayer support surrounding
From a Step-Mother: This is a
us come drifting in instead. Amazing to me! It truly is a gift in the midst of a grief it's difficult to find the bottom of.
wonderful thing you do for us. Thank
It helps to catch the tears and comfort my heart, and that is a blessing.

Thanks and Thoughts

you!

From a Mother: Thank you
From a Mother (and Grandmother):
My granddaughter is 8 years old and
is having a difficult time with the loss
of her beloved Grandpa. I wanted to
ask for shawl to comfort her and wrap
her in love that my husband would
have done to comfort her.
From a Mother of a Fallen Marine (Photo
above): My husband picked out this
particular shawl (Note: At Dover AFB)
without hesitation, and although the time we
spent there still feels very surreal, I
remember the immediate comfort I felt from
it, even as I hardly knew what he was
wrapping around me. But it has been
attached to me since. I actually didn't really
know anything about the prayer shawl other
than the comfort it has brought over the past
month. A friend of mine was over the other
day and she told me that at my son's service
she had seen how I clung to it and how
much comfort it seemed to bring … the
comfort and strength it has brought to me,
and how it seems to help me filter out the
darkest parts of the grief and almost visually
see all the prayer support surrounding us
come drifting in instead. Amazing to me! It
truly is a gift in the midst of a grief it's difficult
to find the bottom of. It helps to catch the
tears and comfort my heart, and that is a
blessing.
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From a Mother: I would like to request
this prayer shawl for (the fallen
serviceman’s) grandmother as I know
it will give her the comfort she needs
in times of sadness. She was a huge
part in his life and this would truly be a
comfort to her. Thank you so very
much for reaching out to myself and
my family. What you do is a beautiful
way for our fallen soldiers families to
know they are loved and never
forgotten. My sincerest thank you to all
who donate their time and energy to
this wonderful cause.
From a Mother: Thank you for
thinking of me

